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1 Introduction
This engineering report is prepared pursuant to an Agreement between the County of Mariposa and Provost
& Pritchard Consulting Group to provide a technical report for the Yosemite West Water Service Area
(YWWSA). The focus of this report is to provide an engineering evaluation of the YWWSA with respect to a
recent application by the National Park Service (NPS) requesting a new water service for the NatureBridge
National Environmental Science Education (NESC) Campus at Henness Ridge. A vicinity map illustrating the
locations of the YWWSA and the NESC campus is provided as Figure 1-1.
The NESC campus was to have obtained water service from the National Park Service’s proposed Chinquapin
Water System. This small water system was constructed in 2011 to supply potable domestic water to the existing
buildings at the Chinquapin intersection plus the NESC campus located approximately one-half mile south
along Wawona Road at the intersection with Henness Ridge Road. The water system supplied non-potable
construction water to support the initial construction at the NESC campus. However, during the five-year
drought period of 2012-2016, well production declined to the point where it no longer is an effective water
source. As a result of the loss of this supply, the NPS has been unable to operate the water system or complete
the necessary permitting with the State Water Resource Control Board, Division of Drinking Water.
NPS has submitted a Utility Services Connection Application to the County of Mariposa to obtain a water
service from the YWWSA specifically for the NESC campus. The County has requested that Provost &
Pritchard provide this technical report to evaluate the anticipated water supply demands of the NESC campus
and determine impacts of this potential new water service on the existing YWWSA. This report analyzes the
existing components of the YWWSA and evaluates the ability of the YWWSA water system to serve the existing
system demands plus the impact of an additional demand from a potential water service to the NPS. The report
summarizes findings of the evaluation and provides recommendations for the County of Mariposa to consider
with respect to the NPS application.
An exhibit map illustrating the existing YWWSA and Chinquapin Water Systems is provided as Figure 1-2.
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2 Review of Background Information
2.1 National Park Service’s Utility Service Connection Application
As previously mentioned, NPS has filed an application with the County of Mariposa to obtain a new water
service from the YWWSA to serve the NESC. The application was submitted on August 26, 2019. A copy of
the application is located in Appendix A. The application requests a dedicated metered water service to serve
the NESC campus. Through additional interviews with the NPS staff, it is understood that NPS plans to
segregate the portion of the Chinquapin Water distribution system through the NESC campus, including the
two 100,000-gallon water storage tanks from the balance of the Chinquapin water system, to allow the new
water service to solely serve the NESC. Figure 2-1 illustrates the concept of how the NESC campus would be
disconnected from the Chinquapin Water System.
Separately from the application to the County of Mariposa, NPS will pursue an alternative water supply for the
balance of the Chinquapin Water System, including the Chinquapin Comfort Station and Ranger Residence.
This application is limited to a request for a water service. The NESC has a dedicated on-site wastewater
treatment and disposal system and will to use this system as originally designed to treat and dispose of all
campus wastewater.
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Figure 2-1: NESC Segregate from Chinquapin Water System
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2.2 Background of National Park Service’s Chinquapin Water
System
The National Park Service constructed the Chinquapin Water System in 2011 to supply potable domestic water
to the Chinquapin area of Yosemite National Park. The water system serves two NPS buildings; a Ranger
Residence and the Chinquapin Comfort Station at this Chinquapin intersection, plus the NESC Campus located
one-half mile south along Wawona Road at the intersection with Henness Ridge Road. The individual
components of the water system are described in greater detail below. The system is generally comprised of a
single hard rock well, a 2-inch supply main to a water treatment room for chlorine disinfection, an 8-inch
distribution pipeline to supply water to the Chinquapin Ranger Residence and Comfort Station, the NESC
campus and two (2) 124,000 gallon water storage tanks located above the NESC. The hard rock well initially
produced 28 gallons per minute during 10-day well development pump testing in 2006. The well was improved
with a submersible pump capable of pumping 28 gpm as part of the Chinquapin Water System construction in
2011. The water system supplied non-potable construction water to support the initial construction at the
NESC campus. However, during the five-year drought period of 2012-2016, well production significantly
declined to the point where it no longer is an effective water source.

2.3 Background of National Environmental Science Center
Campus development
NatureBridge is the largest non-profit education partner of the NPS. Formerly known as Yosemite Institute,
NatureBridge has provided week-long residential environmental education programs for youth in Yosemite
National Park since 1971. Working under a Cooperative Agreement, NatureBridge provides educational
programming to over 13,000 participants annually in Yosemite, operating out of concession-run facilities in
Yosemite Valley and a small, rustic NPS facility at Crane Flat. Since 1973, NatureBridge has used the undersized
Crane Flat facility, which consists of older buildings from the Civilian Conservation Corps era, not originally
designed for education purposes. Many of these buildings are deteriorating and need extensive repairs. The
Crane Flat facilities are inefficient and poorly adapted for conserving water and energy, minimizing light and
sound impacts, and protecting surrounding resources. While the NPS and NatureBridge initially considered
upgrading and expanding the Crane Flat facility to accommodate additional students, natural resources and
other concerns led the NPS and NatureBridge to consider alternative locations for a replacement center within
the park. The creation of a permanent center devoted to youth in Yosemite underscores the NPS’s commitment
to education and its mission of inspiring future generations of park stewards.
A Record of Decision on the Yosemite Environmental Education Center Final Environmental Impact
Statement was finalized on April 5, 2010. NPS evaluated eleven potential sites--including an expanded facility
at Crane Flat and ultimately decided to locate a new fully sustainable educational facility at Henness Ridge.
NatureBridge is financing the design and construction of the campus, now known as the National
Environmental Science Center (NESC), with private fundraising efforts. When completed, the facility will be a
224-bed Net Zero Energy campus built to a LEED Platinum standard, the highest level of sustainable building
design incorporating passive ventilation design, water conservation features, greywater recycling, photovoltaic
energy production, bio-gas harvesting, and a geothermal heat pump system. The Crane Flat facility will continue
to operate until the Henness Ridge center is constructed and operable, at which time the NPS will demolish
the buildings at Crane Flat and restore the area to natural conditions.
In 2011, concurrent with the NPS construction of the Chinquapin Water System, NatureBridge broke ground
on the NESC campus construction with underground site utility improvements. Since then, construction at the
NESC has continued with phased development of the campus, with the first 56-bed phase completed in 2018.
Provost & Pritchard Consulting Group • September 1, 2020
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The facility currently consists of a maintenance building; administration building with a temporary commercial
kitchen (to serve as an interim dining hall); three staff cabins; two student cabins, each with a capacity for 28
beds; and a bathhouse. The full build-out of the campus will include an additional six student cabins, another
bathhouse, a 112-person capacity dining hall with commercial kitchen, a classroom building, a fourth staff
cabin, amphitheater, arrival shelter, and an on-site NPS fire station. The current capacity for Phase 1 of the
campus is 56 students (28 students per cabin) and three on-site staff (one per cabin). The full build-out capacity
will be 224 students, four on-site staff, and temporary quarters for 16 staff (to be used in emergencies or in
severe weather).
Due to the reduced water supply for the Chinquapin Water System, the NPS has been unable to permit the
water system with the SWRCB DDW. Consequently, NatureBridge has not been able to open the NESC
campus to students.

2.4 Background of Yosemite West Water Service Area
The Yosemite West subdivision is a private residential development of single-family dwellings and a 50-unit
condominium complex on private property within Mariposa County located immediately outside the boundary
of Yosemite National Park. Access to the subdivision is provided through Henness Ridge Road from Wawona
Road in Yosemite National Park. The Park boundary is located approximately one-quarter mile west of
Wawona Road.
The original tract map of Yosemite West Subdivision consisting of 294 lots was recorded in 1967. The original
subdivision infrastructure improvement included water and sewer systems plus roadway improvements
throughout the subdivision.

2.4.1 DDW Letters Issued to Mariposa County
It is understood that the County of Mariposa has notified the State Water Resources Control Board, Division
of Drinking Water (DDW) of the Utility Service Connection Application filed by the NPS for a new water
service for the NESC campus. DDW provided a letter dated September 9, 2019 from Ms. Kassie Chauhan,
Senior Sanitary Engineer of the Merced District, which summarized DDW’s recently completed Sanitary Survey
Report. In the letter, in addition to transmitting the Sanitary Survey Report, DDW takes the opportunity to
provide advisory comments related to NPS for a new water service for the NESC campus. A summary of the
key points of this letter are outlined below.
1) DDW confirms their regulatory jurisdiction over the Yosemite West Water System (Permit No.
2210924).
2) DDW authority includes ensuring system is providing adequate quantity of water meeting all primary
and secondary drinking water quality standards.
3) DDW provides clarification of regulations pertaining to existing water systems.
4) DDW notes that their recent Sanitary Survey Report was completed in September 2019. The report
includes an evaluation of existing source capacity for the Yosemite West Water System. DDW
summarizes a simplified evaluation of water system’s peak hour demand versus source capacity.
a.

DDW reviewed water system production records and considered a maximum July month
where 1,535,000 gallons were produced, equating to 36 gpm as an Average Day Demand over
the month. The Maximum Day Demand was determined by applying a 1.5 peaking factor for
an estimated flowrate of 54 gpm. Further, the Peak Hour Demand was estimated by applying
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an additional 1.5 peaking factor on top of the Maximum Day Demand for an estimated
flowrate of 81 gpm. The evaluation concludes that the existing water source has adequate
capacity at 85 gpm to supply the maximum month’s Average Day Demand, Maximum Day
Demand and Peak Hour Demand. The letter also acknowledges the available 347,000 gallons
of water storage, which further increases the overall source capacity.
b. The letter notes that the DDW has the authority to require a source capacity planning study if
they determine there is a problem with water supply or a proposed expansion of the service
area by more than 20 percent. Based on DDW’s recently completed source capacity
evaluation, they determined that source a capacity planning study is not required at this time.
5) DDW reiterates their previously expressed concern over the single source of water supply. The letter
dated September 9, 2019 stated that the County previously mitigated this concern by establishing an
agreement with a neighboring property owner whereby an emergency water connection may be
provided by installing a water line from the neighbor’s supply well to the YWWSA water storage tanks.
However, the 2018 Sanitary Survey of the Yosemite West Water System, which was attached to the
referenced letter, more accurately addressed this issue. Section 2.3 of the report titled “Adequacy of
Supply”, correctly notes that the YWWSA did not reach an agreement with the neighboring property
owner for an emergency water connection. The report further notes that YWWSA is currently
considering purchasing property for a new well.
6) DDW considers the potential to adding the 200,000 gallons of water storage from the Chinquapin
water system to augment the existing storage of YWWSA. The letter suggests that in exchange for
water service, the water storage tanks above NESC be linked to the Yosemite West system, thus
increasing effective water source capacity of the YWWSA system.
7) DDW notes that the Chinquapin water system does not have a water supply permit. Under the
guidelines of Senate Bill 1263, when such an application is submitted, the application would require
evaluation of the potential for consolidation with existing public water systems within three miles.
DDW attempts to prevent formation of new public water systems when consolidation with existing
systems is feasible. Under this policy, DDW encourages and supports discussions between NPS and
County of Mariposa regarding the application for service for the NESC campus. DDW states their
preference for NPS to obtain a new water service for NESC from YWWSA rather than forming a new
water system.
8) DDW refers to the potential NESC water service connection together with increasing source capacity
(storage capacity) through interconnected water storage tanks as a “Golden Opportunity.” DDW
determines that the additional water demand for the NESC campus can be met from the existing
source capacity from the YWWSA Well No. 9 and the potential for expanding storage capacity for
YWWSA is an added bonus.
9) DDW notes that a permit amendment would not be necessary for the NPS connection. However, if
the 200,000 gallons of water storage is added to the YWWSA, a permit amendment would be required
which would include review of record plans and field inspection.
A second letter from Ms. Chauhan, dated September 19, 2019, was also provided to the County of Mariposa.
This letter appears to respond to additional questions posed to DDW regarding the potential impacts on the
Yosemite West Water System from a potential water service to NPS for the NatureBridge Campus. The letter
addresses a specific concern regarding the ability of the water source to meet future water demands at full buildout of the Yosemite West subdivision, should a water service be provided to NPS at this time. The letter
describes 172 current water services and 122 stand-by connections for undeveloped lots. A summary of the
key points of this letter are outlined below.
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1) DDW estimates the future maximum day demand of Yosemite West at full build-out by projecting the
current Maximum Day Demand on a per-service connection basis to the full build-out of 294 units.
The projections estimate a future Maximum Day Demand of 92 gpm, which exceeds the current source
capacity of 85 gpm.
2) DDW suggests that future expansion of source capacity will become necessary. The letter identifies
the historical slow pace of development, which was identified as an average of four homes built per
year. Letter implies that it could be 24 years until there are 270 services. (DDW estimates that at 270
services, the Maximum Day Demand is projected to meet current well source capacity => 0.314
gpm/connection x 270 connections = 85 gpm).
3) The letter further forecasts the estimated demands for the NESC campus in addition to existing
YWWSA demand at 59.1 gpm. DDW suggests an additional 25.9 gpm would be available for future
Yosemite West development, equating to 82 additional connections. At current building patterns, this
is estimated to be sufficient to provide for 20.5 years of building.
The evaluation presented in the DDW letters use a simplified approach and are appropriate for the level of
detail retained in DDW’s water system permitting records. However, their assessment does not adequately
evaluate the operation of the water system where abundant water storage is available to meet Maximum Day
and Peak Hour demands. The well source capacity is available to replenish the water storage tanks at a flow
rate that exceeds the Average and Maximum Daily Demand of the water system. Section 3 of this report
outlines detailed evaluation of water source capacity and water storage.
The DDW letters outlined above are included for reference in Appendix B.

2.5 Existing System Components
2.5.1 NPS Chinquapin Water System
The Chinquapin Water System was briefly described in the Introduction section. Below is a description of the
water system. A graphical illustration of the water system including its proximity to the YWWSA is provided
in Figure 2.
•

Water Source: The Chinquapin well is located on the east side of Wawona Road (Highway 41) adjacent
to Indian Creek, approximately 1,000 feet southeasterly from the roadway intersection of Wawona
Road and Glacier Point Road. The well was drilled in 2006 to a depth of 1,007 feet, through granitic
rock. Six zones of fractured rock are identified on the well log, however only the lower two zones from
718 to 719 feet and 884 to 885 feet produced water. A report by Kenneth D. Schmidt and Associates
was prepared in December 2006 to summarize the 10-day well development pump testing that was
conducted. The pump testing determined a sustainable well capacity of 28 gpm. The submersible
pump was designed to meet this pumping capacity with a total dynamic head of 1,135 feet in order to
lift water from well, through the distribution system and fill the water storage tanks.

•

Supply Main and Water Treatment: Approximately 1,000 feet of 2-inch HDPE water main is installed
under Wawona Road from the well site to the garage behind Chinquapin Ranger Residence. A new
treatment room was constructed within a portion of the garage as a water treatment room. The water
treatment consists of an above-grade 3-inch ductile iron plumbing tree to allow for injection of
hypochlorite solution for water disinfection and metering before discharge to the 8-inch distribution
main.
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•

Distribution Main and Water Storage Tanks: From the Chinquapin garage, an 8-inch HDPE water
distribution main is installed under Wawona Road to the NESC campus. At the campus, the
distribution main branches into an 8-inch water main loop through the NESC campus to serve the
various buildings and fire hydrants. At the southwestern portion of the loop, an 8-inch main branches
from the loop and heads uphill to two side by side 124,000-gallon bolted steel water storage tanks at a
ground elevation of 6240. The distribution mains were sized at 8-inch in order to minimize friction
loses under normal demand and convey fire flows to the NESC campus and the fire hydrant at the
Chinquapin intersection in front of the Ranger Residence.

•

A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system was installed with the water system.
The primary control occurs at the water treatment room in the Chinquapin garage for well pump
operation and water treatment metering pumps for disinfection. A remote telemetry unit at the
wellhead transmits signal for well head pressure and pump operation and receives signals for pump
start and stop. A second remote telemetry unit at the NESC transmit signal regarding water system
pressure and water storage tank level.

2.5.2 Yosemite West Water System
The Yosemite West Water system was originally constructed in the 1960’s to support the Yosemite West
Subdivision. Below is a description of the current water system:
•

Water Source: Well No. 9 is the sole source of water supply for the YWWSA. The well is located
nearly 2.5 miles from the Yosemite Park Way cul de sac where a dirt access road traverses down the
hill 0.9 miles to the Yosemite West Wastewater Treatment Plant and adjacent water treatment building
and booster pump station site. The dirt access road continues another 1.6 miles further downhill to
the well site near the confluence of the West Creek and Indian Creek. Well No. 9 was drilled in
September 1980 to a depth of 325 feet, through 78 feet of weathered granitic rock and the remining
portion through fractured granitic rock. Fractured zones at depths of 101 feet and 130-132 feet
produce most of the water in the well. Well drilling notes summarized by Ken Schmidt indicate that
at the time of well drilling, the fracture at the 101-foot depth produced about 70 gpm and the fractured
zone between 130-132-foot depth produced another 30 gpm. Small amounts of water were produced
at depths of 190-200 and 300 to 305.
A report by Kenneth D. Schmidt and Associates was prepared in November 1984 entitled “Results of
October 1984 Pump Tests at Yosemite West”. This report summarized pump testing of three separate
wells (Well No. 11, Well No. 9, and Well C), which are all located within 300 feet of each other in the
vicinity of the confluence of West Creek and Indian Creek. Dr. Schmidt’s Pump Test report is based
on his previous recommendation that all three wells be pumped simultaneously to determine each
well’s respective long-term yield.
The 12-day pump test for Well No. 9 was conducted between October 3rd and October 15th. The well
was pumped at an average rate of 105 gpm and produced a total of 1,806,500 gallons during the test.
The results of the well development test for Well No. 9 determined a sustainable well capacity of 87
gpm for a projected 100-day continuous pumping timeframe. The development pump tests for Well
No. 11 and Well C had much lower pumping rates, in the range of 16-18 gpm. Neither of these wells
are active today.
Well No. 9 continues to produce water in accordance with the initial well development test and yield
determination completed in 1984. According to County Public Works operators, the well pump
continues to produce approximately 85 gpm with the submersible pump currently installed. The
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County staff manually measure the static water level in the well once or twice a year as time, weather,
and access to the well allow. A review of records provided by the County over the last five years show
consistent data for measurements of static water level of 41 to 50-foot depth and pumping water level
of 75 to 85 foot depth, reflecting a drawdown of approximately 35 feet.
•

Water Supply Main and Treatment: Well No. 9 is located at an approximate elevation of 4,620. The
submersible well pump supplies sufficient pressure to convey the water uphill approximately 580 ft to
a 2,000-gallon water storage tank located inside the water treatment building. Inside the building, the
water is processed through the Lowry package aeration system followed by chlorine disinfection. A
duplex multi-stage booster pump system pressurizes the discharge water to 450 psi in order to push
the water up an additional 1,000 feet to the dual steel water storage tanks at an approximate elevation
of 6,200.

•

Distribution Main and Water Storage Tanks: The YWWSA has two, side by side, water storage tanks.
One is bolted steel and the other is welded steel. The tanks have underground interconnection piping
and a combined storage capacity of 347,000 gallons. These two tanks provide fire water storage for
Yosemite West and supply water to the YWWSA distribution system. In accordance with Mariposa
County Fires Standards, a minimum volume of 120,000 gallons must be reserved in the water storage
tanks at all times for emergency fire water. The elevated location of the water storage tanks provides
sufficient water pressure for a majority of the YWWSA. A booster pump and hydro-pneumatic tank
pressurize water from the distribution main in order to provide adequate water pressure to a small
portion of subdivision lots along Hennes Ridge Circle which are located close to the water storage
tanks.
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3 Yosemite West Water System Evaluation
The engineering evaluation will review historical water production data from the County of Mariposa and
consider the potential for additional water demand associated with a new water service to NPS for the benefit
of NESC campus. The evaluation will include review the Well No. 9 water source, the pressurized conveyance
pipeline to a water treatment building and booster pump station which further pressurizes the water supply to
elevated, at-grade steel water storage tanks and the existing water distribution system.
At the request of Provost & Pritchard, the County of Mariposa provided five years of historical pumping data
for Well No. 9. The County’s data is based on monthly meter readings at the well. For the purpose of this
evaluation, the data has been complied into monthly average demands. This data is included is Appendix C.
Further, the monthly average demands were reduced to Average Daily Demands by dividing the monthly meter
reading by the calendar days of the preceding month. Finally, the Maximum Daily Demand, determined as the
Below is a list of assumptions that will guide the evaluation based on review of record plans and discussion
with County operations staff.
1) County of Mariposa owns and operates a water system and a sanitary sewer collection and
treatment and disposal system (wastewater system) for the Yosemite West community. At the
time of preparation of this report, these systems only serve the Yosemite West community.
2) The water system is operated under a permit with the California State Water Resources Control
Board – Drinking Water Division (Permit No. 2210924).
3) The current NPS application for service is limited to a domestic water service connection. The
campus has an on-site wastewater treatment and disposal system.
4) The evaluation does not consider a merger of the Yosemite West and Chinquapin water systems.
5) P&P engineers conducted a field review with Mariposa County Public Works Operations staff in
February 2020. Through review of existing conditions and discussions with the Public Works
Operations staff it appears that the best location for a potential new water service to serve NPS is
a tap from the YWWSA distribution main immediately downstream of the YWWSA water storage
tanks. The site is level and accessible. A PG&E transformer is nearby, where power could be
obtained for booster pump station.
6) NPS would be required to install a booster pump at water service and meter location in order to
pressurize a transmission main to convey the water to the Chinquapin water storage tanks. There
are a variety of alignments that NPS may consider for the water transmission main to the
Chinquapin water storage tanks. The booster pump and transmission main would be an NPS
facility. NPS shall be responsible to obtain the necessary environmental clearance and complete
the necessary engineering, design, and construction of the water service conveyance facilities.
YWSSA would only be responsible to provide the water service and meter on County property
adjacent to the water storage tanks.
7) The evaluation will consider the Maximum Day Demand (MDD) of the NESC campus as part of
the daily storage requirement for the YWWSA. For the purpose of this evaluation, it is assumed
that the YWWSA Well No. 9 well pump operates daily to replenish the previous day’s drawdown
of the water storage tanks. As part of the replenished water supply, the MDD of NESC will
occupy a portion of the storage volume in the YW tanks until it is pumped out to the Chinquapin
water storage tanks on a daily basis.
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3.1 Evaluation of Water Demands
3.1.1 Yosemite West Water System Historical Water Demands
The County monitors and records Well No. 9 meter readings on a monthly basis. Since Well No. 9 is the sole
source of water supply, this data represents the total monthly water demand for the YWWSA. At the request
of Provost & Pritchard, the County of Mariposa Public Works Department supplied historical Well No. 9
monthly meter reading data for calendar years 2015 through 2019, as reference for this evaluation. The data is
included in Appendix A. A summary of the total annual water production for the subject years is included in
Table 3-1 below.

Table 3-1: Well No. 9 Summary of Annual Water Production
Year

Annual Production
(gallons)

2015

8,954,000

2016

10,039,000

2017

9,874,000

2018

10,105,000

2019

11,670,667

The monthly meter reading data illustrates a peak in the summer months of May through September as would
be expected. Figure 3-1 below illustrates a graphical presentation of the 5-year average monthly water demand.

Figure 3-1: YW 5 Year Average Monthly Water Demand
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Based on the Average Monthly Water Demand illustrated in the Figure 3-1 above, the Average Daily Demand
for each month is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: YW Average Daily Demand per Month
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For the purpose of completing an appropriate evaluation of the source capacity of the YWWSA well and
water storage tanks, it is necessary consider the Maximum Day Demand of the water system in accordance
with the California Waterworks Standards. In accordance with these standards, the Maximum Day Demand
is calculated based on a peaking factor of 1.5 times the average day demand of the highest water use month.
Based on data provided by the County, the highest water use month was August 2019. The total water
demand for that month was 1,456,000 gallons, equating to an Average Day Demand of 47,000 gpd (rounded).
The Maximum Day Demand based on this highest use water month is 70,500 gpd.

3.1.2 National Environmental Science Center Campus
NatureBridge contracted with Provost & Pritchard Consulting Group (P&P) in October 2019 to conduct an
engineering evaluation of the NESC campus construction plans and forecast the water demand for the full
build-out of the NESC campus. P&P conducted a detailed review of the construction plans, with a focused
review of the plumbing plans for each building, the commercial kitchen plumbing plans, equipment plans, and
major kitchen equipment product cut sheets.
A Technical Memorandum which summarized the research, calculations and recommendations was prepared.
A copy of this Technical Memorandum is included in Appendix D. The calculations forecast an average daily
water demand of 20 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd). The recommendation section acknowledges
programming and operational assumptions can vary. A peaking factor of 1.5 was applied to the average day
water demand to determine a Maximum Day Demand for planning purposes. This yields an estimated
Maximum Day Demand of 30 gpcpd or 7,320 gpd.
This evaluation accepts the estimated Maximum Day Demand for the NESC campus. For the purpose of this
evaluation, the NESC campus Maximum Day Demand will be rounded up to 7,500 gallons per day.
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3.2 YWWSA Water Supply Infrastructure
In the operation of the water system the water is pumped from Well No. 9, through the water supply main to
water treatment building and booster pump station then up to the water storage tanks. There are no water
services connected to the water supply pipeline between the well and water storage tanks. The County’s
SCADA system calls for the well pump to operate based on monitored water level elevations in the water
storage tanks.
The evaluation considers the water available in the water storage tanks to be the primary water supply on a daily
basis. The well is evaluated on the basis of its ability to replenish the water storage tanks.

3.2.1 Well No. 9
3.2.1.1

Water Supply

A detailed description of the YWWSA system components are outlined in Section 2 of this report. In particular,
the results of the 12-day well development pump test for Well No.9, which was conducted in October 1984,
determined a sustainable well capacity of 87 gpm for a projected 100-day continuous pumping timeframe.
County Public Works operations staff report that Well No. 9 consistently and reliably produces water at rate of
85 gpm with the current submersible pump installed in the well.
The month of August has historically been the highest water production month for the water system. The 5year average monthly water demand for August is calculated to be 1,242,000 gallons, or approximately 40,000
gpd. Based on data provided by the County, the month of August 2019 was the highest demand month in the
5-year reporting period, with production of 1,456,000 gallons or roughly 47,000 gpd. In consideration of the
range of calculated monthly average daily demands of the water system, Table 3-2 below calculates the average
daily well pump operation time per month to replenish the water storage tanks. The calculated daily well pump
operation times range from 3.2 to 7.9 hours per day. In consideration of the Maximum Day, the well operation
time would 13.8 hours to replenish the water storage tanks as illustrated in Table 3-3: Yosemite West MDD
and Pump Operation Hours. This data shows that the well is capable of replenishing the water storage tanks
with the equivalent volume of the Average Daily Demand throughout the year as well as the Maximum Day
Demand of the Maximum Month of the water system.
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Table 3-2: Yosemite West ADD and Pump Operation Hours
Month

Avenue Daily Demand
(gallons)

Average Daily Well Pump
Operation (Hours)

January
February
March
April

18,619
16,368
27,498
25,831

3.7
3.2
5.4
5.1

May
June
July
August
September
October

26,940
32,600
39,053
40,071
31,742
26,627

5.3
6.4
7.7
7.9
6.2
5.2

November
December

22,697
24,427

4.5
4.8

Table 3-3: Yosemite West MDD and Pump Operation Hours

3.2.1.2

Maximum Month

Maximum
Day
Demand
(gallons)

Maximum Day Well Pump
Operation (Hours)

August 2019

70,500

13.8

Additional Water Demand for NESC

The estimated MDD for the NESC campus is 7,500 gallons per day. Should a new water service be supplied
to NPS for the benefit of the NESC campus, this increase in demand will require pumping of Well No. 9 by
1.5 hour per day (7,500 gpd @ 85 gpm) in addition to the current well operation for the Yosemite West water
demand. In consideration of YW water source capacity, Table 3-4 below determines that the well is capable of
replenishing the water storage tanks with the equivalent volume of the YW MDD of the Maximum Month plus
the MDD of NESC in 15.3 hours
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Table 3-4: Yosemite West Water System

YW Current Condition – 172
service connections
YW Full Build-out – 294 service
connections

Maximum Day Demand
(GPD)

Maximum
Day Demand
for NESC
(GPD)

MDD Well
Pump
Operation
(Hours)

70,500

7,500

15.3

120,000

7,500

25.0

In further consideration of potential build-out of the undeveloped 122 undeveloped lots within Yosemite West,
a projection of future MDD is determined as a pro-ration of the current MDD for the 172 existing service
connections. This pro-ration yields an estimated full build-out MDD of 120,000 gpd. When the addition of
MDD of for the NESC campus is added to the full build-out MDD, the total estimated flow would be 127,500
gpd. Based on the well capacity of 85 gpm, the well would need to be pumped 25 hours to replenish the MDD
flow. This exceeds the California Waterworks Standard Section 64558(a) with requires that “At all times, a public
water system’s water source(s) shall have the capacity to meet the system’s maximum day demand (MDD).”
In accordance with the CA Waterworks standard, the current YW water supply capacity, based solely on Well
No. 9 pumping capacity of 122,400 gpd (85 gpm @ 24 hours). This limitation of water source capacity indicated
that the YW subdivision should not be built out beyond 95% of the recorded lots (279 lots) in order for
forecasted MDD of YW plus MDD of NESC to not exceed the well capacity.

3.2.1.3

Drawdown

The County staff manually measure the static water level in the well at least once in accordance with DDW
permit requirements. The measurements are recorded in the month of September when the depth to water
level is anticipated to be the lowest of the season. When County staff have time available, they will record a
second measurement in the month of October. Yosemite West experiences the highest annual water demand
during the summer months. Additionally, the preceding spring and summer months typically lack rain or
snowfall which contribute to groundwater replenishment. A summary of these measurements is included in
Table 3-5 below. The static and pump running measurements are relatively consistent over the last five-year
period. Static water levels range from 41 to 50 foot below ground surface. The water level drops to 75 to 85
foot below ground surface when the pump is running. During the staff interview, it was also noted that the
well has been called upon to provide water supply for wildland fire fighting over the last few years, including a
12-day period where the well was pumped 24 hours a day. No problems with well production were noted.
The water level measurements at static and pump running conditions suggest the well is operating consistently
with the original well development tests and consistently over time. The increase in pumping associated with
the new NPS water service for the NESC campus appears to be within the well’s production capacity.
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Table 3-5: Well No. 9 Summary of Annual Well Drawdown Measurements
Month/Year

Monthly Meter
Reading
(gpm)

Static Water
Level (depth in
feet)

Water Level with
Pump Running (depth
in feet)

Drawdown
during
pumping (ft)

October 2019
September 2019
October 2018
September 2018
October 2017
September 2017
September 2016
September 2015

983,000
1,199,000
744,000
876,000
853,000
1,073,000
935,000
837,000

41.5
45.7
48.4
46.7
46.8
47.9
50.3
50.5

75.3
77.2
78.9
80.3
No Data
85.1
78.6
No Data

33.8
31.5
30.5
33.6
37.2
28.3
-

3.2.2 YWWSA Water Storage
As mentioned previously, there are two at-grade steel water storage tanks which provide a total of 347,000
gallons of available water storage for fire protection and domestic demand. The County of Mariposa Fire
Standards for rural residential communities require 1,000 gpm fire flow for two hours, for a total of 120,000
gallons of fire storage. After accounting for this mandatory fire water storage, which must be held in the tanks
at all times, the remaining storage available for domestic demand is 227,000 gallons.
The water storage requirements defined in the California Waterworks Standards, Section 64554 (a)(2) require
that “For systems with less than 1,000 service connections, the system shall have storage capacity equal to or greater than MDD,
unless the system can demonstrate that it has an additional source of supply or has an emergency source connection that can meet
the MDD requirement.”
Figure 3-3 below graphically illustrates three scenarios where calculated YW MDD is compared to available
water storage. The scenarios include: 1) the MDD of the current YW water system, 2) the MDD of the current
YW water system plus the MDD of NESC, and 3) the forecasted MDD of the full build-out of YW plus the
MDD of NESC. In the first scenario, the column represents the current YW MDD of 70,500 gpd as a portion
of the available water storage. In this scenario, the 227,000 gallons of available water storage can support 3.2
days of MDD.
The second scenario considers the addition of the 7,500 gpd MDD of NESC in addition to the 70,500 gpd
MDD of the current YW water system, for a total MDD is 78,000 gpd. This is based on an operational
assumption that there will be a lag between the time in which Well No. 9 will replenish the YW water storage
tanks and when the NPS water service booster pump convey the water supply to the Chinquapin water storage
tanks. Therefore, it is appropriate to account for the daily storage of the NESC MDD within the YW tanks.
In this scenario, the 227,000 gallons of available water storage can support 2.9 days of MDD.
The third column represent a forecasted MDD of YW build-out together with the NESC MDD. In this final
scenario, there is a total forecasted MDD of 128,000 gpd. In this final scenario, the 227,000 gallons of available
water storage can support 1.7 days of MDD. In summary, the existing storage in the YW tanks can support
the current and forecasted MDD of YW plus a new water service to NPS.
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Figure 3-3: Yosemite West MDD Versus Available Water Storage
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3.2.3 NPS Chinquapin Water Storage
While the scope of this evaluation does not include evaluation of the Chinquapin water system, it is important
to document the available storage in the Chinquapin water storage tanks. The DDW letter summarized
previously describes the Chinquapin water storage tanks as 200,000 gallons of storage. However, the volume
of these water storage tanks is more accurately identified in Section 2.5.1 as two side by side 124,000-gallon
water storage tanks. The total storage provided by the Chinquapin tanks is 248,000 gallons. NPS required fire
flow for the educational campus is 1,500 gpm for two hours, for a total of 180,000 gallons. After accounting
for this mandatory fire water storage, the remaining storage available for domestic demand is 68,000 gallons.
In the event of a service interruption at YWWSA due to an emergency or planned repair, the NESC campus,
the Chinquapin tanks provide storage for 9 days of MDD flows independently from the YWWSA water service.

3.2.3.1

Potential interconnection of water storage tanks

The proposal being evaluated is the impact of the proposed new water service to NPS for the benefit of the
NESC on the YWWSA. While interconnection of the YWWSA and Chinquapin water storage tanks was not
contemplated by the NPS application, DDW recommended the interconnection in their advisory comments.
The DDW recommendation went as far as terming an interconnection of water storage tanks in exchange for
providing a water service to NESC as a “Golden Opportunity”. This recommendation is preliminary and
advisory in nature. It was not based on any physical evaluation of the water storage tanks sites and potential
alignments of inter-connecting pipelines, nor the jurisdictional issues between Federal and County owned
property and assets.
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An interconnection the YWWSA and Chinquapin water storage tanks is physically feasible. Figure 3-7
illustrates the existing hydraulic profile of the Yosemite West water system together with a profile of a
conceptual water supply pipeline between the YWWSA and Chinquapin water storage tanks. The Chinquapin
tanks are located above the YW tanks. With the understanding that a water service will be pumped from YW
to the Chinquapin water storage tanks, gravity flow from Chinquapin back to YW is possible. In this instance
an interconnection would only serve to benefit YW with additional storage and provide no benefit to NPS.
However, an interconnection also adds more operational issues, expenses, maintenance obligations and risk for
the County. Most importantly from a risk perspective, should the inter-connection pipeline ever experience a
failure without immediate notice, both sets of tanks could drain.
There are also numerous jurisdictional constraints between the federal government and a local county owned
water system that would have to be identified and overcome in order to execute an inter-connection of water
storage tanks. The Federal Government owns the NPS Chinquapin Water System infrastructure and the
underlying NPS land. Should the Chinquapin tanks be added to the YWWSA, DDW would require an
amendment to the YWWSA water system permit. As such, DDW would expect that the County have complete
rights and access to the Chinquapin water storage tanks and interconnecting pipelines for all aspects of
operation and maintenance including replacement on NPS property. It is unlikely that the federal government
would deed the Chinquapin water storage tanks and any new interconnecting pipelines assets together with
exclusive easement rights to the County of Mariposa for access with all rights necessary for perpetual operation,
maintenance, repair and replacement of water infrastructure. Further, it is unlikely that the County would be
willing to accept responsibility and liability for additional water storage tanks and interconnecting pipeline
infrastructure on federal property. These series of issues were discussed with the Public Works Director and it
was determined that the County would not entertain an inter-connection of water storage tanks. The YWWSA
water storage tanks provide sufficient storage for current YWWSA MDD plus MDD of the NESC campus.
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Figure 3-4: Hydraulic Profile - YWWSA and Chinquapin Water Storage Tanks
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4 Findings of Evaluation
1) The Utility Service Connection application submitted by the National Park Service is limited to a
request for a water service for the NESC campus. The application does not propose to consolidate
the Chinquapin Water System with YWWSA, nor does it request an extension of the current Yosemite
West water distribution infrastructure to the NESC campus. In discussion with County of Mariposa
Public Works Director Mike Healy, the County’s interpretation of the request is to provide a water
service from an existing Yosemite West distribution main. NPS shall be responsible for the
transmission of water to the NESC campus.
2) A logical location for a metered water service would be a new service tap from the distribution main
immediately downstream of the YWWSA water storage tanks. After the water service location is set,
it appears that NPS will need to install a booster pump to convey water to the Chinquapin water storage
tanks. From this location next to the YWWSA water storage tank site, NPS can obtain an electric
service from an adjacent PG&E transformer.
3) The California Waterworks Standards, Section 64554 (a) requires that “At all times, a public water system’s
water source(s) shall have the capacity to meet the system’s maximum day demand (MDD)”. The existing
Yosemite West Well No. 9 has capacity to replenish current YWWSA MDD plus the MDD of the
NESC campus.
At full build-out of vacant lots in Yosemite West, the projections of the MDD for Yosemite West
together with the MDD NESC campus exceed the 24-hour pumping capacity of Well No. 9. The
pumping estimate forecasts a pump operation time of 25 hours. According to these projections, only
95% of the YW lots could be built-out before exceeding the water source capacity (279 of the 294 lots.)
The DDW will continue to monitor growth in YW water usage as a function of the triennial Sanitary
Surveys and permit compliance. DDW will determine when a Source Capacity Planning Study is
warranted.
4) The California Waterworks Standards, Section 64554 (a)(2) requires that “For systems with less than 1,000
service connections, the system shall have storage capacity equal to or greater than MDD, unless the system can demonstrate
that it has an additional source of supply or has an emergency source connection that can meet the MDD requirement.”
The two YWWSA water storage tanks, with a combined capacity of 347,000 gallons provide storage
capacity for fire flows plus operational capacity. The tanks have sufficient operational storage in excess
of the current YWWSA MDD plus the MDD of the NESC campus.
5) Should the County grant a water service to NPS, it was noted that the well pump will run up to 1.5
hours longer each day, which contributes to wear and tear on the pump. The County will collect
additional revenue to offset to additional operational costs.
6) The State Water Resources Control Board Division of Drinking Water supports the NPS application
for a new water service for NESC.
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5 Recommendations
Based upon the findings identified in the previous section, recommend approval of NPS application for a new
water service for the benefit of NESC campus with the following conditions.
1) Recommend that County of Mariposa engage a municipal public finance consultant to evaluate the
projected NESC water demand relative to the County’s established connection fee of $2,850 per service
connection. Consultant shall recommend a unique connection fee for this new commercial water
service since the County code only addresses connection fees for single-family residential units.
a.

Recommend that County allocate the connection fee into a capital account to support property
acquisition and development of a secondary water source.

b. In addition to the connect fee, YWWSA will also collect additional monthly revenue from the
new water service. It appears the water demand will increase approximately 10% with the
addition of the NPS water service. Therefore, County may also assume that monthly revenue
will increase 10%. County should dedicate a portion of this additional revenue to operations
and maintenance budget.
2) Recommend that County of Mariposa and NPS enter into a legal agreement regarding the following
aspects of the water service connection.
a.

NPS shall agree to physically segregate the Chinquapin water storage tanks and water loop
through the NESC campus from the balance of the Chinquapin water system. NPS shall
provide as-built engineered plans detailing the water system disconnection from the portion
serving NESC campus.

b. NPS shall agree that no additional water service connections shall be tapped from the NESC
campus water system other than those associated with the full build-out of the NESC campus.
c. NPS shall agree that the NESC shall remotely monitor the YWWSA water meter and
incorporate this data into their planned infrastructure monitoring and reporting for the entire
campus.
d. NPS shall complete the necessary engineering, design, environmental compliance, permitting
and construction of all necessary infrastructure to transmit the water supply from the YWWSA
metered connection next to the YWSSA water storage tanks to the Chinquapin water storage
tanks above the NESC campus.
e. NPS and County shall agree that NPS will operate the Chinquapin water storage tanks to
maintain necessary fire flow plus operational storage capacity for the NESC campus. When
full, the Chinquapin tanks can supply at least 10 days of NESC MDD. In the event of a
YWWSA source supply or water storage tank failure, the County should retain the ability to
temporarily shut off the NPS water supply upon immediate notice, in the same manner that
the County can shut down YW distribution lines for system repairs.
f.

Public comments from representatives of NESC suggest they would be amenable to an
agreement with the County that includes limitations on water usage. Provided that the County
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Counsel’s office concurs, recommend that the County and NPS together with NESC negotiate
an acceptable maximum water allotment in line with the estimates forecast in this report.
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Appendix C: Yosemite West Well No 9 Meter
Readings and Water Level Measurements,
2015-2019
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County of Mariposa
Yosemite West Water Service Area
Yosemite West Well #9 - Monthly Meter Readings

Date
Gallons Produced
Dec-19
716,000
Nov-19
732,000
Oct-19
983,000
Sep-19
1,199,000
Aug-19
1,456,000
Jul-19
1,235,000
Jun-19
1,306,000
May-19
979,000
Apr-19
1,180,000
Mar-19
1,839,000
Feb-19
1,536,000
Jan-19
564,000
Dec-18
772,000
Nov-18
507,000
Oct-18
744,000
Sep-18
876,000
Aug-18
943,000
Jul-18
1,138,000
Jun-18
1,074,000
May-18
1,002,000
Apr-18
770,000
Mar-18
1,164,000
Feb-18
543,000
Jan-18
572,000
Dec-17
705,000
Nov-17
604,000
Oct-17
853,000
Sep-17
1,073,000
Aug-17
1,454,000
Jul-17
1,388,000
Jun-17
797,000
May-17
616,000
Apr-17
604,000
Mar-17
611,000
Feb-17
493,000
Jan-17
676,000
Dec-16
811,000
Nov-16
1,088,000
Oct-16
739,000
Sep-16
935,000
Aug-16
1,251,000
Jul-16
1,055,000
Jun-16
953,000
May-16
869,000
Apr-16
649,000
Mar-16
691,000
Feb-16
504,000
Jan-16
494,000
Dec-15
660,000
Nov-15
530,000
Oct-15
675,000
Sep-15
837,000
Aug-15
1,107,000
Jul-15
1,042,000
Jun-15
923,000
May-15
575,000
Apr-15
965,000
Mar-15
574,000
Feb-15
486,000
Jan-15
580,000

Static Water Water Level
Level
Pump Running

41.5'
45.7'

75.3'
77.2'

48.4'
46.7'

78.9'
80.3'

46.8'
47.9'

No Data
85.1'

No Data
50.3'

No Data
78.6'

No Data
50.5'

No Data
No Data

Appendix D: Domestic Water Demand
Evaluation for Henness Ridge – National
Environmental Science Center
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286 W. Cromwell Avenue
Fresno, CA 93711-6162
Tel: (559) 449-2700
Fax: (559) 449-2715
www.ppeng.com

Technical Memorandum
To:

Kristina Rylands, Nature Bridge

From:

Rod McNeely, PE

Subject:

Domestic Water Demand Evaluation for
Henness Ridge - National Environmental Science Center

Date:

October 8, 2019

Background:
In response to your request, we prepared a detailed estimate of anticipated domestic water
demand at full build-out for the new National Environmental Science Center (NESC) at Henness
Ridge in Yosemite National Park. NatureBridge, formerly known as Yosemite Institute, has
operated environmental education camps in Yosemite National Park for over 50 years. The
camp currently operates out of their existing campus in Crane Flat and cabins in Curry Village
under contract with the Park concessionaire.
The new National Environmental Science Center campus is located at the southwest corner of
the intersection of Highway 41 and Henness Ridge Road. The campus will be comprised of 19
buildings, inclusive of 8 student housing cabins, 2 bathhouses, a dining hall, one classroom
building, a staff building, 4 staff cabins, a maintenance building and a fire station. The campus
will have a capacity to house 224 students (28 per cabin) and 4 permanent staff (three kitchen
staff and 1 administrator in each of the 4 staff cabins). Additionally, there are up to 16
educators that commute daily to campus to teach, but do not reside on campus.
The project is being constructed in phases. The construction completed to date includes 2
student cabins, 1 bathhouse, staff building used as a temporary kitchen and dining hall, 3 staff
cabins and the maintenance building.

Existing Water Supply:
The NESC is currently supplied with domestic water by the National Park Service through the
Chinquapin water system. The system is comprised of a 1,000 ft hard rock well near the
Chinquapin intersection, a water treatment room for chlorine disinfection located in the garage
of the NPS Ranger residence at the Chinquapin intersection, and a distribution pipeline that
serves the Chinquapin comfort station and the NESC campus. The water distribution pipeline
continues uphill to two (2) 100,000-gallon water storage tanks above the NESC campus. After
water is pumped into the water storage tanks, the elevation of the tanks is sufficient to
pressurize the water system for the NESC and the Chinquapin comfort station.
The Chinquapin hard rock has dried up considerably since the recent California drought from
the years 2011 through 2015. Due to the loss of water capacity in the Chinquapin well,
additional alternatives for water supply are being explored. Current alternatives include drilling
additional wells or annexation to the County of Mariposa, Yosemite West Water Service Area.
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Discussion:
The purpose of this memorandum is to present a detailed estimate of anticipated domestic
water demand for the built-out campus. In order to estimate water demand, we reviewed the
comprehensive campus building plan set prepared by Siegel & Strain Architects and their sub
consultant design team. In particular, we reviewed the plumbing plans for each building with
the project architect in order to determine the campus wide domestic water fixture count.
We also interviewed NatureBridge administrative staff relative to understand their typical
campus programming and operations. NatureBridge offers week-long environmental field
education camps through-out the typical school year from September through May. During the
school year, it is anticipated that the campus will be at or near capacity every week. The
campus remains active through the summer months with specialty camps, although typically not
a full capacity. During the school year, camps start on Sunday evening and conclude on Friday.
On a typical day, camp operations consist of outdoor field education activities for which the
students and teaching staff are off campus from 9 am to 4 pm. Campers are typical on campus
for two main meals served daily. At the main Dining Hall, breakfast is typically served from 7:30
am to 8:30 am and dinner is typically be served 5:30pm to 6:30pm. Sack lunches are provided
to the students daily before their off-campus endeavors.
The approach to estimating domestic water demand is based on an estimate of per capita
usage of all available fixture units. It is understood that all domestic water fixture units will
comply with the water saving requirements of the current California Green Building Code. The
calculations for estimated domestic water demand are based on the maximum camp capacity of
224 students plus permanent staff, commuting teaching staff and estimated maximum daily
occupation of the proposed fire station for the purpose of training or incident command
operations. The calculations consider the transient nature of the student population being off
campus for most of the school day and the permanent staff that both live and work on campus.
In addition to the water saving plumbing fixture units, the two bathhouses will implement grey
water recycling from sinks and showers for re-use in toilets and urinals. However, in an effort to
be conservative, the estimate assumes that only 50% of the toilet and urinal demand will be met
with recycled grey water and the balance will be met with make-up domestic water for
backwashing for filters or necessary make-up water if shower usage is low.
The commercial kitchen in the dining hall has the most plumbing fixtures and represents the
majority of water usage on campus. We reviewed the commercial kitchen plumbing plans,
equipment plans, and major kitchen equipment product cut sheets as part of our research. The
estimate forecasts reasonable usage of fixtures for meal preparation and clean-up for the two
main meals served daily, plus preparation of sack lunches.
The attached Figure 1 illustrates the campus wide water demand calculations based on
plumbing fixtures in each building and anticipated usage based on campus population. The
estimated maximum day demand is approximately 5,300 gallons per day (gpd), which yields
approximately 20 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd). This estimate pair well with NatureBridge’s
historical average water usage of 20 gpcpd at their Crane Flat Campus.
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Recommendation:
The plumbing fixture unit based calculations for the campus wide water demand are based on a
series of assumptions regarding typical campus operations. One of the primary assumptions is
that the typical camp field education programs have the students off-campus every day. This
reduction in campus occupancy for a majority of each day directly impacts our projections of
water demand from each plumbing fixture.
It is important to acknowledge that assumptions and operating conditions can vary. Even
inclement weather can limit off-campus field education. Therefore, it is recommended that a
factor of safety be applied to the calculated water demand of 20 gallons per capita per day
(gpcpd). A factor of safety of 1.5 times the calculated water demand is recommended. For
planning purposes, an estimated water demand of 30 gpcpd is recommended when the 1.5x
factor of safety is applied.
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FIGURE 1
ESTIMATE OF DOMESTIC WATER DEMAND FOR
NATURE BRIDGE - NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CENTER
HENNESS RIDGE, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
Maintenance Building
Utility Sink
Mop Sink
Exterior Hose bib

# of fixtures

Uses per Fixture per
Day

Gal per Use

1
1
1

10
4
5

2.00
4.00
50.00

20
16
250

1
1
1
1
1

120
120
10
40
5

1.28
0.25
9.00
1.00
50.00

154
30
90
40
250

4
4
4
4
1

10
20
1
16
2

1.28
0.25
10.80
0.50
15.00

51
20
43
32
34

8
2

28
4

0.50
4.00

112
32

8
6
16
5

46
61
61
11

1.28
0.13
0.25
5.40

234
23
244
302

14
10
10

52
98
6

1.28
0.25
5.40

468
244
302

3

20

0.50

30

1
2
2
2

8
16
32
1

0.50
1.28
0.25
5.40

4
41
16
11

1
1
1

448
40
1

0.25
0.25
1.00

112
10
1

1
1
1

40
40
80

1.28
0.13
0.25

51
5
20

2
1

40
80

1.28
0.25

102
20

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
30
20
120
20
40
10
20
100
1

4.00
0.25
10.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
2.00
500.00

40
23
200
120
100
200
300
100
200
500

15.00
1.00

60
40
5299
20.1

Total Gallons

1

Fire Station
Toilet
Lavoratory
Shower
Kitchen Sink
Exterior Hose bib
Staff Cabins (4)2
Toilet
Bathroom Sink
Shower
Kitchen Sink
One set dedicated washer/dryer
Bathhouses (2)
bottle filling station in vestibule 3
Mop Sink
Boys4
Toilet - grey water reuse12
Urinal - grey water reuse12
Sink
Shower
Girls5
Toilet - grey water reuse12
Sink
Shower
Classroom
Sink
Staff Building6
kitchen sink
Toilet
Sink
shower
Dining Hall
Lobby hand washing station7
Dining Hall Annex Room Sink
Dining Hall Coffee Maker
Boys Restroom
Toilet8
Urinal8
Sink
Girls Restroom
Toilet9
Sink
Commerical Kitchen
Mob sink
Hand washing sinks
2 compartment prep sink10
Table with prep sink
Mixer fill faucet
Filler - Kettle & Pot
3 Compartment wash sinks11
Soiled Dishtable/sink
Commercial dishwasher
Ice machine
Downstairs
Parent Room washer/dryer
wash room sink

1

1
4
1
40
Total
Calculated Maximum Day Demand13

gpd
gpcpd

Estimate assumes up to 20 fire dept. personel at building during business hours for training meeting or incident command.

2

Estimate based on staff housing plan of 1 permanent staff member per cabin. Staff that live on campus are comprised of
three kitchen staffers and one administrator. Fixture useage estimates based on staff living on campus and using kitchen
for incidential meal prep, however staff eat that they prepare in the Dining Hall.
3

Estimate assumes that the 224 students will consume 1/2 gallon per day from the 8 fill stations.
Estimate assumes 3 flushes per male student or staff per day for each toilet and urinal (6 flushes total) ; 8 sink uses per
person per day; 50% of students shower daily at 3 min per shower (1.8 gpm).

4

5
Estimate assumes 6 flushes per female student or staff per day for each toilet and urinal; 8 sink uses per person per day;
50% of students shower daily at 3 min per shower (1.8 gpm).
6

Sleeping quarters in staff building will be used sparingly. Sleeping quarters are only intended for instances when inclimate
weather prevents teaching staff from leaving at end of work day or if staff work a late evening for an educational program.
Estimate conversatively assumes 2 staff members spend the night as part of a maximum day water demand estimate.

7

Estimate assumes each student washes hands at entry to dining hall, twice a day.

8

Estimate assumes there will be 20 uses per meal period of both toilet and urinal and sink, twice daily.
9
Estimate assumes there will be 40 uses per meal period of toilet and sick, twice daily.
10
Estimate assumes 10 uses per meal period, 5 gallons each use.
11
Estimate assumes 10 uses per meal period, 15 gallons per use.
12
Project plumbing design includes grey water collection from sinks and showers to be re-used in toilets and urinals.
Estimate conversatively assumes that 50% of toilet demand will be make-up domestic water.
13
The total gallons per capita per day calculation is based on 224 students, 4 regular staff and 16 teaching staff.

